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Cohen who was already a published poet while Dylan was just another -albeit a rising -name in the crowded list of folk-artist-turned-pop-star. By 1965 Dylan had already 'abandoned' his purist roots and was forging a heavily improvised career with electric instruments as can be seen in his fifth album Bringing It All Back Home 4 which opened with the classic Dylan song 'Subterranean Homesick Blues' which has Chuck Berry rock influences at one end of the spectrum and precursor to rap music on the other. In contrast, Cohen had started to live a reclusive life on the Greek island of Hydra in the early 1960s, and it was from there that he published his most well-known, and controversial, book of poems Flowers for Hitler 5 . It was only when Cohen went looking for fresher pastures as folk singer-songwriter in the United States in 1967 -disappointed with his writing career in Canada -that the two were on a collision course on the parallel tracks to singersongwriter fame. But it was only in the 1980s that the musical world started clubbing the two together; but their different approaches to music was brought to light -again -in the recent article by David Remnick in The New Yorker 6 published mere days before Cohen's death in 2016. In it Remnick repeats the well worn anecdote from the early 1980s where Dylan asked Cohen how long it took the latter to write -after 'Suzanne' -arguably his second best-known song, 'Hallelujah'; Cohen had seriously replied that it had taken him two years though it had actually taken him close to five years to write this song. Cohen did not want Dylan to realise that he laboured so long and hard over his songs because he had guessed that Dylan was a fast lyricswriter and a quick composer . He then asked Dylan how long did he take to write the song 'I And I' which was greatly admired by Cohen from Dylan's 1983 album Infidels: "fifteen minutes" replied an evidently embarrassed Dylan.
Apocryphal this anecdote might be when recollected in 2016; but long before Dylan had Nobel laureateship thrust upon him and Cohen had become the gravelly voiced bard of Capitalist ennui and angst, the two had tried to connect musically and lyrically. Cohen's Various Positions from where 'Hallelujah' is taken was released in 1984, and, long before the song became a crowd favourite and was covered by A-list artistes from Jeff Buckley 7 to Justin Timberlake 8 , Dylan had covered 'Hallelujah' live while touring Canada during the 'Never Ending Tour' in 1988. 9 The Dylan-Cohen hyphenation goes deeper than mere music: both are Jewish with a penchant for Biblical imagery and recurrent themes of existential self-flagellation; but before all that they were both 'discovered' by the same man -record producer and probably the greatest talent scout/spotter in American music, John Henry Hammond. 10 Hammond was among the first to hear Dylan's songs way back in 1961 and actually produced his debut album in 1962. In his first memoir Chronicles: Volume One Dylan pays homage to Hammond in the very first chapter:
John was John Hammond, the great talent scout and discovered of monumental artists, imposing figures in the history of recorded music -Billie Holiday, Teddy Wilson…He was legendary, pure American aristocracy…I could hardly believe myself awake when sitting in his office, him signing me to Columbia Records was so unbelievable. It would have sounded like a made-up thing. (Chronicles 4 -5)
Cohen's life in Montreal in the 1950s was far removed from the urban jungle that nurtured Dylan in New York city since 1961 when Dylan made the move from rural Minnesota. Cohen first learnt the guitar under the tutelage of a itinerant Spanish flamenco guitarist who had impressed the young man at a tennis court; the guitarist didn't know English and young Cohen was very weak in French, the Spaniard's second language. Through gestures and broken French the two young men connected and the lessons began. But then tragedy struck.
iii "The Strange Case of Dr. Dylan and Mr. Cohen": A Study in Hyphenation His young teacher failed to arrive for their fourth lesson. When Leonard called the number of his boarding house, the landlady answered the phone. The guitar player was dead, she told him. He had committed suicide.
'I knew nothing about the man, why he came to Montreal, why he appeared in that tennis court, why he took his life,' Leonard would say to an audience of dignitaries in Spain 11 some sixty years later, 'but it was those six chords, it was that guitar pattern, that has been the basis of all my songs, and of all my music.' (Simmons 32)
The introvert meets the social critic. The careers of these two singer-songwriters would be full of ups and downs. Dylan's beginnings were poised on the edge of the folk-protest movement and he took to writing outside of his songs much later in the early seventies. While Dylan's entry into the world of poems and words was through his songs, Cohen shifted from writing to singing as part of a change of space and profession. Dylan's rural background and his shift from the country to the city is a major motif in his songs and poems. On the other hand Cohen's transnational identity lets him approach the song and the poem from a rather urban and international perspective. Moreover, Dylan has always been a victim of fan appropriation, the greatest example of which was at the 1965 Newport Folk Festival when Dylan performed an electric set accompanied by Mike Bloomfield on guitar and Al Kooper on organs. The reaction was extraordinary: the folk purists were shocked and booed Dylan off the stage after just three songs. But Dylan went on using the electric guitar and rewrote the rules of folk and protest music.
Dylan at Newport is remembered as a pioneering artist defying the rules and damn the consequences. Supporters of new musical trends ever since -punk, rap hip-hop, electronica -have compared their critics to the dull folkies who didn't understand the times were-a-changing… He challenged the establishment… He defined his own transformation: "I was so much older then, I'm younger than that now." He drew a line between himself and those who tried to claim him. (Wald 2 -3)
Cohen did not have such problems of musical identity and genre affiliation; maybe because he had come across the northern borders and had arrived fully formed. Dylan's early avatar was a stick-thin pale sensitive young man with a guitar, harmonica and a voice. His transformation from the rooted folkie-insider to arena-rocking superstar is easily plotted against the steady graph of Cohen's stability, continuity and musical conformity. Ironically -and this is where things get really Freudian -it was at this same Newport Folk Festival, albeit two years later in 1967 that Cohen got noticed by John Hammond, partly because of his finger-picking guitar playing style that he had 'learnt' from his Spanish teacher in three lessons in Montreal. The guitar -acoustic at first and then the electric guitar -was what also connected these two performers. Dylan's guitar playing style is already well established and proven; not so with Cohen. Yet, in the December 2016 issue of the heavily rotated and street-and-critic savvy guitar magazine Guitar World, tribute was paid to Cohen's guitar style under the heading "Unsung Guitar Heroes: Tribute to Leonard Cohen":
When you hear the name Leonard Cohen, six-string mastery isn't the first thing that comes to mind.
But, in addition to his craftsmanship as a poet and songwriter, Cohen had a unique guitar style and musical approach that are worthy of praise -certainly no less so than other influential guitarist-singer-songwriters like Neil Young. Sylvie Simmons. Who wrote biographies of Cohen and Young, once said they both created a "one man genre." (Guitar World) Both Cohen and Dylan are equidistant from mainstream America. Dylan's marginal and peripheral mode of functioning can be traced to his protest roots as well as his ability to morph with time and musical shifts in the first world; the more the centre shifts and incorporates the periphery, the more Dylan starts to slide towards the new margins. This almost cat-and-mouse game with the establishment could also be seen when he was awarded the Nobel Prize and his nonchalance at such recognition baffled the committee(s) that chose him and the world at large.
Mr. Dylan's ambivalence to one of the world's most prestigious honors, and the uncertainty about whether he will accept it, appears to have begun to wear on the Swedish Academy, which awards the prize. On Saturday, an academy member called Mr. Dylan "impolite and arrogant." Thus, both Dylan and Cohen -especially Dylan -have street credibility and ability to shift CD-units off shelves at the local gas station and other low-end points-of-sale all over the world. One of the myths that need to be exploded is that these singers are not very accessible or come loaded with erudition and baggage of history: they are both immensely popular in the sense of Billboard charting and moreover, they have been doing this for the last six decades. Simply put, unlike the usual winners of the Literature Nobel who don't have any recall at the street levelhow many of us have read any works of Svetlana Alexievich, Mo Yan, Tomas Tranströmer or J.M.G. Le Clézio 15 -Dylan's music and hence his poems cut across borders of nations, race and languages, as well as class and cultural stratifications. To be frank, music can more easily transcend boundaries than the written word simply because the word by existing on paper demands translation. Music, it seems, can slip through the urge of comprehension that the word entails. Thus, as artists, Dylan and Cohen can easily slip through gaps in culture that would not have happened if they had written rather than sung their poems. The Dylan-Cohen or Cohen-Dylan hyphenation has a long history; like conjoined-twins, these two entities continue to enthrall and confound us. There are a lot of similarities, as well as dissimilarities, between these two performers -from overarching musical direction, lyrics, themes, composition and arrangements to general socio-cultural and national spaces. Yet, somewhere, beyond all the hype and the hoopla, all the accolades and the awards, all the early failures and later superstardom, they connect with us at a very personal level. And this is exactly what we are looking at through these essays.
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The essays in this volume cover a myriad range of positions and approaches; the vast width and scope of these deviations attest to the centrality of these two singer-songwriters in the verbal and musical continuity of our times in -if I may be allowed to improvise -'Bharat, Bengal and Beyond'. As it is well near impossible to encapsulate the life, times and music of Dylan and/or Cohen in one essay, at first reading many of these essays will appear to be fleeting and unconnected; but as one of the reason for the critical and commercial durability of these two gentlemen is the desire and willingness to adapt and adopt, the very divisiveness and discursive nature of these essays actually attest to their relevance as musical and human documents of experience and existence. Thomas J. Haslam uses text data mining to analyse the changing shifts and patterns in Cohen's songwriting style and musicianship while Ujjwal Kr. Panda uses postmodern humanistic geography to map and un-map the places and spaces in the songs of Dylan. Shobana Matthews posit Dylan as a poet of dissent and resistance. Goutam Karmakar does a commendable job untangling the complex web of psycho-social layering in the absurd positions in Cohen with reference primarily to his poems. Amlan Baisya and Dibyakusum Ray's essay deals with the impression and influence Dylan had on Kabir Suman, the so-called Dylan of Bengal. . Shrabani Basu looks at the pre-1965 Newport Folk Festival Dylan and traces the evolution of his songs and poems. Debanjali Roy and Tanmoy Putatunda paint a chameleon-esque Dylan who continually redefines his positions. All said and done, this clutch of essays touch just the tip of the iceberg in the Cohen and/or Dylan critical cargo; and I have a distinct feeling that more will be written on them as we grapple with the idea of the 'poem-song hyphenation', something that had already been thrust upon the world over a century back by the gentleman in whose educational institution I teach: Rabindranath Tagore.
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